DO WHAT COMES NATURALLY

Embrace the character of organic shapes, earthy textures and flora motifs to deliver today’s natural style to your home.

1. Petrified wood tiered table, $1,438, Ward & Child—The Garden Store, SLC
2. Pismo Pendant, $1,059, Fossey's Fine Furniture, SLC
3. Wood Lounge by Chelsa, to the trade, John Brooks Inc., SLC
4. Amani Ceramic Pitcher, $46, Crate & Barrel, Murray
5. Ceramic vase, $36, Ward & Child—The Garden Store, SLC
6. Evie Door Chest, $1,496, Osmond Designs, Lehi and Orem
7. Michael Aram small leaf dishes $95-$99, 5 Fig salt and pepper shakers, $113, LMK Interior Design, SLC
8. Edge Bar cabinet pull by Rocky Mountain Hardware, $110, Mountain Land Design, SLC